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What part of the manuscript
writing process is most
challenging for you?

Recipe for a Manuscript: A
Writer’s Workshop
Grace Huang, MD
April 23, 2021
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Pain Points in Scholarly Writing
Introduction

Methods

Results

Objectives
By the end of the session, participants will be able to:
• Describe the principles of each element of the
manuscript

Discussion

• Employ best practices in writing skills

The whole
manuscript

First draft

Editing

• Generate the outline for a draft manuscript
• Create a personal action plan for time management
for writing

Submitting
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Manuscript types

Pick something to
write about
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•
•
•
•

Innovation reports
Curriculum implementation
Practical toolbox articles

• Personal narratives
• Perspectives
• Graphic medicine

Infographics
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Clinical Competency Committee

x

x

Participant insights

x

Evaluation

New programs

Intervention

Workshops
Lecture

•

Novel framework

•
•

could this become?

Literature review

Committees

Needs assessment

•

Commit to a project

Which of these forms of scholarly work

List some activities

x

•

Brief research report

•

Innovation report

•

Perspective

•

Narrative review

Something you have done or are Innovation
Curriculum
planning to do
Some observation

Perspectives – Chief Medical Residents as
Coaches in Remediation

Something else
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Survey
Correlation study
Scoping review
Etc.
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Complete this
sentence by
putting your
answer into the
chat AND at the
top of your
worksheet

Tackling the elements of a
manuscript

“I will write about…”

This Photo by U nknown A uthor is licensed under C C BY
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Anchors the work

What do you work on first?
Titles
matter
Introduction

Methods

Results

Discussion

Distills the message
Sometimes the only
representation of the work
Catches attention
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keyword
metaphor
aphorism

Which title is more memorable?

Formula
for an
effective
title

“Training Hospitalists to Perform
Bedside Procedures”
vs.
“Unconsciously Incompetent? Raising the
Bar for Procedural Competency among
Hospitalists”
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Phrase : Description
accurate
precise
concise
relevant

all-important
colon
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• A Tale of Two Hippies: A Patient’s
Comparison of Two Total Hip Replacements
Each in Different Hospitals

Examples
across the
spectrum of
humor and
effectiveness
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The introduction: first
impressions count

• Leaf Me Alone: Visual Constraints on the
Ecology of Social Group Formation
• How to Train Your Oncolytic Virus: the
Immunological Sequel
• Gut Microbe to Brain Signaling: What
Happens in Vagus…
• Carbon Monoxide: To Boldly Go Where NO
Has Gone Before
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Formula for an introduction
Effect of
Hydroxychloroquine on Clinical
Status at 14 Days
in Hospitalized
Patients With
COVID-19.
JAMA 2020.

Problem
Gap (in the literature)
Hook (compelling point)
Purpose
Lingard, Persp Med Educ 2016
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Family Presence During Resuscitation: Medical–Surgical Nurses'
Perceptions, Self-Confidence, and Use of Invitations. AJN 2020.

Formula for introduction paragraphs

Family presence during resuscitation (FPDR) upholds family-centered care
principles and can result in better family member outcomes; yet it isn't routinely
implemented by nurses. Prior studies have examined predictors of support for
FPDR among nurses caring for high acuity patients, but limited research involves
medical–surgical nurses. This is problematic because resuscitation occurs in all
inpatient settings.
This study sought to examine the personal, professional, and workplace factors
associated with medical–surgical nurses' perceptions, self-confidence, and use of
invitations regarding FPDR.
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Paragraph #1: Problem
Evidence
Paragraph #2: Gap
Evidence
Paragraph #3: Purpose
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Assessment of 135,794 Pediatric Patients Tested for SARS Co-V-2
Across the United States. JAMA Peds 2020.

COVID-19 infection can affect kids.
• 2% of cases are in kids
• Chronic medical conditions play a role.
• There is also multisystem inflammatory
syndrome.

Paragraph #1: Problem
Evidence
Paragraph #2: Gap

However, the literature about pediatric COVID-19
comes only from single institutions.

Evidence

Therefore, the purpose of our study was to report
the experience of 7 pediatric hospitals in a learning
health network.

Paragraph #3: Purpose
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Sample purpose statements
Problem

Gap

(Hook)

Purpose

Therefore, the purpose of our work was to…
• Determine the impact of X on X…
• Develop a process for X…
• Examine the relationship between X and X…
…among X.
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Your turn
24
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• Write one sentence each for
your:

Instructions

•
•
•
•

Methods must be methodical

Problem
Gap (in the literature)
(Hook – extra credit!)
Purpose
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Study setting
You really should have subheaders in the methods section.

Typical
subheaders
for
interventional
studies

True or False?

Study population
Intervention
Data collection
Analytic approach
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Other options for subheaders
Kern’s-based
•
•
•
•
•
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Needs assessment
Resources
Design
Implementation
Evaluation

Participant-based
• Learners
• Facilitators
• Data collection
instruments

Which of the following are correct?

Activity-based
•
•
•
•
•

Curricular setting
Prework
Lecture
Game
Analysis

”Samples were collected…”

“We collected samples…”

“In our program, faculty are
experienced in teaching small
groups…”

“In our program, faculty were
experienced in teaching small
groups…”
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Duolingo for Academics
Things regular humans say

Things academics say

We made stuff

Developed, constructed, produced, established, generated, effected,

It’s a good practice to use synonyms in the
methods section so you don’t sound overly
tedious.

conducted
We got stuff

Received, acquired, collected, solicited, amassed, assembled, collated

We measured stuff

Assessed, evaluated, monitored, quantified, ascertained, gauged

We used stuff

Utilized Used
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True or False?
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Sentence clinic
“We wrote a questionnaire to ask doctors whether
they felt prepared to lead conversations about giving
bad news.”
vs.

“We developed a survey instrument, soliciting perceptions
from subjects about experiences with relaying bad news.”
Gender differences in how scientists present the importance of their research: observational study. BMJ 2019.
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What do you do on the weekends?
Yoga
2%

Results: be cognizant of
the text-space
continuum

vs.

Sleep
33%

Perceptions about wellness
activities
35
30
25

Patient care
47%

20
15
10

Exercise
18%

5
0
Sleep

Patient care

35

Exercise

Sleep

Yoga

Strongly dis agr ee

Exercise

Seeing
fr ie nds /f amily

Disagree

Agr ee

Yoga

Strongly agree
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What
goes
where in
the results

Format

Optimal content

Text

Limited demographics, secondary
analyses

Tables

Comparative results

Figures

Time-series, essential points,
frameworks
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Discussion: Finishing strong
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To address X, we conducted...

The 5-paragraph formula for the discussion
P1

Summary statement

P2

Explanation of the findings

P3

Compare and contrast with other similar works

P4

Limitations

P5

Implications
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The reason we found that X was
likely because…
Compared to prior studies, our work
showed that…

Example

Our study was limited by…
Our findings could lead to…
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In order to examine the relationship between Drug A and

Intro

general

subjective

persuasive

Methods

specific

objective

dry and repetitive

Results

specific

objective

terse and efficient

Discussion

general

subjective

speculative

cerebrovascular disease, we conducted a case-control study of patients
who had had strokes. We reviewed their medication lists in the
outpatient setting and became aware of a perplexing pattern that an
overwhelming number of them had taken Drug A at some point in the
past, in spite of the fact that the FDA had made an announcement of a
black-box warning on the drug.

“The road to hell is paved with adverbs.” – Stephen King
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•
•
•
•

Finding Time for Writing
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Writing is not editing, formatting
Writing is not referencing
Writing is not reading

What writing is
not

Writing is not…
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Block time into your
calendar once a week

Set a word count goal

Use an app or timer
for intense focus

Write without editing

Individual writing strategies
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Seek accountability
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Deep vs. Shallow Work

48
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Questions?
Manage energy not time
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